
Fast ForWord ®

LANGUAGE

Fast ForWordLANGUAGE series builds foundational

reading and language skills while improvingmemory,

attention and processing rates so districts canmove

elementary special needs andEnglish language learners to

successful learners in the general classroom. Integral to

these products is the patented technology of acoustically

modi-ed speechwhich rapidly develops each student’s

ability to distinguish sounds quickly enough to

discriminate their di,erence.

As the -rst product in the Language suite, Fast ForWordLANGUAGE
devlops the following foundational skills:

• ListeningAccuracy
• Auditory Sequencing
• Phonological Accuracy
• Phonological Fluency
• AuditoryWordRecognition
• ListeningComprehension

Some engaging exercises include:

Block Commander
Students improve listening
accuracy, listening
comprehension and the ability
to follow instructions, increasing
working memory load.

Old MacDonald’s Flying Farm
Builds phoneme discrimination
and listening comprehension
skills that help students
recognize differing letter sounds.

Phonic Words
In this word-identification
exercise, students improve
listening accuracy and word
recognition skills.

Circus Sequence
Improves sequencing, sound
processing and working
memory skills, which are critical
for decoding and phonemic
awareness.



Fast ForWord ®

LANGUAGE
Helping studentsmake the link between spokenwords and reading is the focus for Fast ForWordLanguage toReading.

• AdvancedListeningAccuracy • WordAnalysis
• AdvancedAuditory Sequencing • English LanguageConventions
• Phonological Fluency • FollowingDirections
• ListeningComprehension

Some engaging exercises include:

Polar Cop
Students learn to identify
phonemes, associate sounds
with letters and build visual
tracking skills as they build
their processing skills.

Start-Up Stories
This exercise develops listening
comprehension skills as well as
grammar and syntax.

Trog Walkers
Students learn to discriminate
between similar sounds of
increasing difficulty, building
their listening comprehension
skills and strengthening
working memory.

Bug Out!
Students build associations
between word sounds and
written words while also
developing working memory
and verbal retention skills.

Treasure in the Tomb
Students develop word analysis,
organization and focus skills, as
well as phonological awareness
and working memory.

AcousticallyModi edSpeech—Patented technology that allows sounds tobe
stretched and emphasized in the lowest levelswithprogression tonatural speech at
the highest level.�is technologyhelps children recognizeword sounds rst, in
isolated syllables, then in groups of sounds,words, and nally, sentences.



Fast ForWord ®

READING
Reading is a demanding activity, calling formany speci/c

events to take place simultaneously in the brain. Fast

ForWordREADINGseries is an intervention solution

that increases processing e.ciency and builds critical

reading skills so school districts can get themost from

their existing instructional approach.While there is

nothing that can replace the bene/ts of a good classroom

environment and a good teacher, scienti/c research has

proven that if a student's brain is ready to learn the student

will learn.

Fast ForWordREADINGapplies the discoveries of

neuroscience to accelerate important reading skills:

• Phonemic awareness
• Phonological awareness
• Phonics
• Decoding
• Spelling
• Fluency
• Vocabulary
• Syntax
• Grammar
• Morphological properties
• Structure ofwritten language
• Sentence comprehension
• Complex sentence construction
• Passage comprehension
• Passage construction and organization



Fast ForWord ®

READING
Reading Prep is designed for early literacy development, building
pre-reading skills, with a focus on letter recognition and naming,
phonological awareness, and letter-sound associations.

Some engaging exercises include:

Hungry Tummy
By feeding the hungry bear, the student learns to
follow verbal instructions as well as improve
verbal decoding and working memory skills.

Coaster
A haunted coaster ride helps students develop
letter-sound association skills and build an initial
understanding of the alphabetic principle.

Houndini
As Houndini works his magic cards, students
associate letters with sounds to develop
phonological awareness skills, including
phoneme analysis and phonological working
memory.
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READING
Reading Level 1 exercises build critical early reading skills, with an
emphasis on phonemic awareness, early decoding skills, vocabulary
knowledge and skills, and motivation for reading.

Some engaging exercises include:

Magic Rabbit
Students build spelling skills and sensitivity to
letter-sound correspondences.

Fly Fishing
This exercise uses the top 200 high frequency
words from the Francis & Kucera norms, along
with Reading Teacher’s Book of Lists and grade
level sight words.

Bedtime Beasties
Sentence comprehension skills are developed
by providing choices for the student to complete
the sentence.
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READING
Reading Level 2 exercises consolidate early reading skills, with a focus on
applying phonics and decoding strategies, improvingword recognition,
and understanding the rules for reading comprehension.

Some engaging exercises include:

Bear Bags: More Lunch
This exercise builds skills in phonemic
awareness, phonics and decoding of one and
two syllable words.

Leaping Lizards
Improve sentence comprehension while building
vocabulary, punctuation and capitalization skills as
well as word morphology, prefixes and suffixes.

Ant Antics
Develops critical reading and sentence
comprehension by asking students to match
pictures to their descriptive titles.

Dog Bone
Amid the excitement of a game show, students
improve listening and reading comprehension as
they read pages of text or graphs and answer
comprehension questions. Uses grade 1-3 level of
fiction and nonfiction passages.
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READING
Reading Level 3 concentrates on reading knowledge and uency, with a
focus on phonology and spelling,morphological properties and
complexity, syntactic complexity, vocabulary and comprehension.

Some engaging exercises include:

Scrap Cat
This exercise works on semantic, syntactic,
phonological and morphological categories.

Twisted Pictures
This exercise challenges students and develops
sentence comprehension skills by incorporating
a high level of syntactic complexity.

Chicken Dog
Builds phonics and spelling skills. After hearing
the word orally, students must complete the
written word by choosing the missing letters or
letter combinations.
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READING
Reading Level 4 exercises expand reading skills by applying knowledge of
word origins, word forms, sentence structures, and punctuation rules to
improve comprehension.

Some engaging exercises include:

Gator Jam
This exercise builds
vocabulary and improves
critical thinking and
abstract reasoning.

Quack Splash
Develops skills in
constructing and
organizing fiction and
nonfiction passages.

Toad Loader
This exercise develops
accuracy and fluency in
recognizing sentence
structures and
constructing sentences.

Lana’s Lanes
Students learn reading
comprehension strategies
as they work with fiction
and nonfiction passages
that include a wide range
of literary structures and
devices.

Wood Works
This exercise builds
accuracy and fluency in
spelling, decoding and
phonemic analysis.
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READING
Reading Level 5 concentrates on enhancing advanced reading
comprehension and expanding vocabulary.

Some engaging exercises include:

Goat Quotes
Improves comprehension of short paragraphs
through a paraphrasedetection task.

Stinky Bill’s Billboard
Skills developed include the use of compound
words, prefixes, and homophones while building
word knowledge.

Book Monkeys: Book II
Students correctly answer questions about the
paragraphs and schedules presented.


